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Section 2: Interview Formats
There are many types of interviews you may be asked to do based on the format of the media’s
coverage. Listed below are the major formats and some considerations for each.

Press Conferences and Scrums
• A press conference is a formal, planned event where the media are invited by an agency,

organization, or government to cover a big announcement or update. These events typically have a
formal set up with a podium or table and microphones.
• A scrum is an often spontaneous event where journalists gather around an individual with their
recording devices and ask questions. Scrums often occur outside courthouses, at city hall, or on
the scene of breaking news, e.g., an apartment fire, shooting, or large demonstration.

Press conference

Scrum

• Press conferences are often broadcast live, so if you misspeak or provide inaccurate information

correct yourself right away. Even when events are not broadcast live, be aware that someone could
be live streaming on social media, so consider yourself always being recorded.
• When answering questions, always look at the cameras if they are present. In a scrum, look at the
reporter who asked the question.
• Appearance matters. Make sure you have good posture; it communicates confidence and
credibility.
• Because of the unplanned nature of scrums, they are often the most difficult type of interview.
Remain calm, take deep breaths before you start, and stick to your key messages.
º When someone is “scrummed” it is often an indication of their importance to the story and
issue/event at hand for the media. Knowing this, you can anticipate whether you will be at the
centre of a scrum. If you think you could be, prepare for the interview and anticipate challenging
questions. For example, suppose you are the executive director of a harm reduction organization
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at the centre of controversy. There are rallies both in support of and against your organization
and its services. If you attend one of the rallies, it is safe to assume that you will be a person of
interest for the media, and it is highly possible that you could be scrummed.
º In the situation above, it is important to prepare for this interview and listen to and observe
closely what is being said or happening at the rally to respond to it if necessary. For example,
suppose that an opponent of your organization attends the rally and makes a false claim against
your organization. Journalists will want you to respond to what was just said. In summary:
prepare as much as you can, but be ready to think on your feet and react. The more you do the
former (prepare), the better you will be able to do the latter (react).
• Journalists care first and foremost about accuracy. During a scrum or press conference, it is okay
to tell them that you don’t have the answer to one of their questions and that you will get back to
them with the information.

In-Studio Television Interviews (Live or “Live-to-Tape”)

Live TV interview on Citytv

• These are interviews where the media invites guests into their studios for a longer sit-down
discussion that is recorded.
• They can be either live or “live-to-tape,” meaning they are recorded in their entirety and aired at a
later date or time.
• The format typically consists of a single guest with a host (the journalist), but they can also
include a panel with several guests.
• If you are on a panel debating an issue, research who else is on the panel to anticipate the types
of questions you may be asked. Use Google News to research what others have already stated
publicly. Each person on a panel has a role and represents a side of a debate. This can help you
think of the types of questions you may be asked.
• Even though live-to-tape interviews are not live, treat them like they are because editors will
have limited ability to make substantive edits.
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• Be aware of posture and appearance. How you deliver a message is important.
• Avoid extremely bright, bold colours or patterns that could distract from what you are saying.
• These interviews generally last about ten minutes (see CP24). Your answers should be between
one to two minutes long.

• On rare occasion, you may be asked to do a longer sit-down interview, which will allow you to

provide longer answers and get into more depth (see 60 Minutes). This will also be the case if
you are asked to be interviewed for a documentary.

Live Radio Shows

CDPC director of policy, Scott Bernstein, on CBC’s Early Edition

• Live radio shows involve one-on-one conversations with a show host and require you to phone

into the show or be in the studio. Think of them as a live TV interview without the video
recording.
• Sometimes these interviews are recorded and aired at a later date (also known as a pre-tape).
• These interviews usually last between five to ten minutes. Your answers should be between one
to two minutes long.
• Before agreeing to the interview, ask whether there will be “open-line” callers. This means
that members of the public can phone into the show to join the debate or ask questions. Be
extra cautious and anticipate more challenging questions when this is the case as these
exchanges can often be unpredictable. Callers are not held to as high a standard as journalists
and are often not as informed. They can also offer inaccuracies and misinformation.
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Reporter Package (TV)/ENG Interviews
• A package, or “pack,” is an industry term for a reporter’s television story that airs on a newscast.
• Interviews for packages involve the journalist coming to your location to conduct the interview
in the field rather than you going to them.

• These are also referred to as “ENG interviews,” which stands for “electronic news gathering.” This

refers to the style of reporting in which the journalist is out in the field gathering material for
their story.
• These interviews can be set up in advance or happen spontaneously at an event, such as a rally or
demonstration.
• ENG interviews are much shorter in length, usually around five minutes long.
• Keep your answers short: 45 seconds to one minute.

ENG interview during a public event

• It is important to remember that you are not “live,” so you can redo an answer if you misspeak or
say something factually incorrect.

• Journalists are generally looking for 10-15 second soundbites (“clips”) for their story, so don’t be
alarmed if only a small portion of your interview airs.

• Sometimes the journalist will only send a camera person who will come with a list of questions.

If this happens, look at the camera person when answering the questions. Do not look right into
the camera.
• After the interview, the camera person may get “b-roll”—visual material of you doing something.
Often, it is a shot of you walking or typing on the computer (be careful about leaving your email
open).
• There are a couple of things to remember when a camera person gets b-roll:
º Don’t look at the camera.
º Remove any sensitive visual material from the environment.
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º Watch what you say at all times—even when the interview is finished—because the camera has a
built-in microphone that is recording when in operation.
• Sometimes the camera person will get a “reverse cutaway,” meaning they will come around your
shoulder and shoot the reporter staring at you. It may feel awkward, but this helps editors
edit clips together.

Print/Online and Radio Stories
• Print/online stories are written reports appearing in newspapers and online.

• Radio reports are audio stories that are part of radio newscasts.
• Both types of interviews follow a similar format: the reporter will call you over the phone for
a taped conversation. Radio reporters will use the audio of what you say, whereas print and
digital reporters will transcribe what you say as quotes in their stories.
• Even though these interviews are not live, you must still be careful about what you say
because they potentially have the largest reach and longest shelf life as key terms, your
name, and the name of your organization will be indexed by Google.
• The length of these interviews can vary between five to 15 minutes. Interviews for radio
stories are usually shorter.
• Answers should be between one to two minutes long.
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